Maths

English
The class novel this term will be Charlotte’s Web. We will
also read a selection of poems from Imaginary Menagerie
and stories from Just So Stories.
We will be:







engaging and responding to texts
sequencing key events
discussing the texts in groups
creating and shaping writing for poetry
writing animal stories
Creating a non-fiction booklet on a particular
animal

In Maths the Juniors will be learning about:





Les Animaux

Calculation and mental maths procedures
Problem solving and in-depth challenges.
Fractions of quantities in readiness for the
arithmetic paper
Data handling in the context of real-life situations.

We will be learning the names of
different animals in French and how to
ask about pets.
We will look at how many pets people
have and how to form simple sentences
about the habits of those pets .

Art/DT (Mrs Merrick)

Geography (Mrs Payne)
This term the Juniors will be learning about the
geographical features of France. We will be developing
map skills through work about the Tour de France.

French (Mrs Merrick)

Class Two
Summer
Topics

RE (Mrs Payne)

ICT (Mrs Payne)
This term we will be focusing on safetyhow to keep ourselves safe online and
how to deal with cyberbullying.

This term we will be learning about the sacred
places of worship for different religions. We will
visit a Synagogue to develop our understating of
Judaism and compare this in a visit to St Andrew’s
Church.

We will also be using Scratch to create a
computer game.

The children will be designing and making a pop-up book
using a variety of different mechanisms. From simple folds
to complex openings , the children will create a non-fiction
animal book with surprises on every page .

Science (Mrs Merrick)
Animals and the classification system .This term we will be
studying the work of Carl Linnaeus and his method of
classifying animals into various categories . We will be
working on a non-fiction booklet about our chosen animal
and seeing any links between other species of creatures.

PE
Athletics (Mrs Payne)
Invasion Games (Mrs Merrick)

